Agenda Item 4
Licensing Sub-Committee Report
Subject of hearing: Helen’s Jolly Shop, 70 Gorringe Park Avenue, Mitcham, CR4
2DG
Date: 13 April 2022
Time: 2:30 pm
Venue: Virtual Meeting
1.

Special Policy Area (premises licences and club certificates)

1.1

The premises are in the special policy area.

2.

Type of hearing and powers of the sub-committee

2.1

The sub-committee is required to determine the application by taking such of
the steps set out below as it considers necessary for the promotion of the
licensing objectives.

2.2

In making their determination the sub-committee must have regard to the
Licensing Act 2003, the licensing objectives, guidance issued by the
Secretary of State and Merton’s Licensing Policy.

2.3

New premises licence: s18
(i)

To grant the licence subject to conditions

(ii)

To exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable
activities to which the application relates

(iii)

To refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor

(iv)

To reject the application.

3.

Hearing papers

3.1

The applications, notices and representations for determination by the subcommittee are contained in the hearing bundles together with any relevant
existing licence. This includes any documents which must be sent to any of
the parties to the hearing under Regulation 7(2) and Schedule 3 of The
Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. This bundle has been
issued to all parties to the hearing.

4.

Legal advice to the sub-committee

4.1

A legal officer appointed by the Assistant Director of Corporate Governance
and Head of Legal Services will attend the hearing to advise the subcommittee on statutory provision and legal matters.

5.

Licensing Officer comments

5.1

This is an application for a new premises licence, for a premises described in
the application as a small general store.

5.2

The applicant had originally applied for the supply of alcohol for consumption
off the premises, Monday to Sunday from 6.30am to 10pm. This is what was
consulted on.
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5.3

The opening hours are stated in the application as Monday to Sunday
6.30am to 10pm.

5.4

We received one representation regarding this application, from Councillor
Kirby.

5.5

After consultation with the Metropolitan Police, the applicant has agreed to
amend their operating schedule and this document is contained in the report.

5.6

They have reduced the times for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises and are now applying for 9am to 10pm Monday to Sunday.

5.7

They have also added conditions to promote the licensing objectives to their
operating schedule. Most of what is stated here could be attached as
conditions to the licence. The Sub-Committee may choose to form some
conditions on the licence from these should they decide to grant the licence.

For enquiries about this hearing please contact
Democratic Services
Civic Centre
London Road
Morden
SM4 5DX
Telephone: 020 8545 3616
Email: democratic.services@merton.gov.uk

Parties to the hearing
This document forms part of the notice of hearing.
The following are parties to the hearing having submitted relevant applications, notices
or representations under the statutory provisions indicated:
Applicant
Sai Ram Trading Ltd
Statutory Authorities
None

Interested Parties
Councillor Kirby
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Good morning Licensing
I have been in discussions with the Police Licensing Officer regarding the application for
a new premises licence for Helen's Jolly Shop, 70 Gorringe Park Avenue, Mitcham.
I can confirm that revised conditions have been agreed with the police in respect of this
application, and they are attached to this email, in the red font on the attached
'summary of application.
My client (the applicant) is fully aware of the conditions and understands why they are
appropriate for her shop in the area. She is aware they will be added to the premises
licence if granted.
The Police Licensing Officver is copied into this email.
Please acknowledge safe receipt of this email.
Kind regards
Frank
--Frank Fender
FJF Licensing Consultants

Please note that the contents of this e-mail, including any attachments
thereto, may contain information which is confidential or privileged, and
which is solely for the use of the recipient named above. If you are not
the intended recipient, please be aware that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or use of the contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender
immediately.
FJF Licensing Consultants

-------- Original Message --------

Subject:Revised Conditions
Date:2022-03-02 11:10 am
From
To

Good Morning Frank,
I hope you are well.
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Thank you for sending through the revised conditions to reflect the CIZ. In your previous
email you mentioned changing the hours for sale of alcohol from 06:30hrs to 09:00hrs, I
have changed this in the document and saved it.
The Metropolitan Police are satisfied with the proposed conditions on the revised
application be added to the operating schedule for Helen’s Jolly shop should the licence
be granted.
I would be grateful if you could forward the agreement onto licensing@merton.gov.uk
and CC me in please.
Kind Regards,
Avril
PC Avril O’BRIEN 3406SW| Licensing
South West – BCU

NOTICE - This email and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may
be confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and
delete it from your system. Do not use, copy or disclose the information contained in this
email or in any attachment without the permission of the sender. Metropolitan Police
Service (MPS) communication systems are monitored to the extent permitted by law and
any email and/or attachments may be read by monitoring staff. Only specified personnel
are authorised to conclude binding agreements on behalf of the MPS by email and no
responsibility is accepted for unauthorised agreements reached with other personnel.
While reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure no viruses are present in this
email, its security and that of any attachments cannot be guaranteed.
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New Premises Licence Application – Helen’s Jolly Shop, 70 Gorringe Park Avenue,
Mitcham, CR4 2DG
Summary of the application:
Premises Licence Holder: Sai Ram Trading Ltd
Proposed Designated Premises Supervisor: Jeyatharsiny Sivakumar
Licensable Activities Applied For:
Sale of alcohol for consumption OFF the premises from 09:00hrs to 22.00hrs
Monday to Sunday.
Opening hours of the premises from 06:30hrs to 22.00hrs Monday to Sunday.
Steps to promote the licensing objectives:
a) General – all four licensing objectives (b, c, d and e) (please read guidance note 10)

Staff engaged in the sale of alcohol will be trained in respect of their legal and
social responsibilities when doing so. They will also be trained in respect of the
premises licence and any conditions contained therein.
The premises licence holder shall maintain a record of all staff training at the
premises, and shall produce such records for inspection by the police or
authorised officers of the licensing authority upon request.
b) The prevention of crime and disorder

CCTV shall be installed at the premises and will cover the area inside the shop
and the area immediately outside the front of the premises. It shall be capable of
taking a ‘head and shoulders’ image of persons entering the shop and recorded
images will be retained for a minimum period of 31 days.
CCTV shall be in operation whenever the premises are open to the public.
A member of staff who is capable of downloading images for the police or
authorised officers of the licensing authority shall be on duty at all times the
premises are open to the public.
Notices shall be displayed in a prominent position at the premises, advising
customers that CCTV is in use.
All spirits shall be displayed and stored behind the sale counter.
The premises licence holder, DPS, a personal licence holder or a fully trained
member of staff authorised in writing by the DPS shall be present at the premises
at all times during the permitted hours for the sale of alcohol.
The premises licence holder shall ensure that a CCTV system is installed in the
premises of a standard acceptable to the Metropolitan Police Service. The system
shall be maintained in good working order & fully operational covering all internal
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areas of the premises to which the public have access and also the area
immediately outside the premises. All entry and exit points shall be covered
enabling frontal identification (full head and shoulders images), of every person
entering the premises in any light condition to an evidential standard.
All staff will be fully trained in the operation of the CCTV system including the
ability to download screenshots and images for Police or Authorised Officers on
request. A minimum of one such member of staff fully trained in the operation of
the CCTV system shall be on duty at all times that the premises are open to the
public.
The CCTV system will have the capability to download footage onto a disk or
memory stick. The footage of the CCTV system will be retained for a minimum
period of 31 days before re-writing itself with the correct date and time showing.
Screenshots and CCTV footage will be made available to Police or Authorised
Officers immediately upon request.
If the CCTV system is broken the premises licence holder shall notify the
Licensing Authority and Police Licensing Team as soon as possible and get the
fault rectified as soon as practicable.
The premises licence holder shall ensure that a log is kept in the Incident Book
with the details of the dates of all work / repairs carried out on the CCTV system
including the name and phone number of the engineer.
On a minimum daily basis the premises licence holder / DPS will check that the
CCTV system is operational and the date and time stamp are correctly set and on
a minimum of a weekly basis, check that the CCTV system is also correctly
recording images for a minimum of 31 days and that screenshots and footage can
be correctly downloaded. Details of these checks are to be recorded in the
appropriate section of the Incident Book.
An Incident Book shall be kept at the premises and made available to the Police or
Authorised Officers, which will record the following:
All crimes reported; Lost property; All ejections of customers; Any complaints
received and the outcome; Any incidents of disorder; Any faults in the CCTV; Any
refusal in the sale of alcohol; Any visit by a relevant authority or emergency
service. Whenever Police are called a CAD number shall be obtained and
recorded in the Incident Book.
Appropriate notices shall be clearly displayed by the entry / exit door and behind
the counter advising customers:
1) That CCTV and the Challenge 25 proof of age policy are in operation;
2) Of the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003 regarding underage or proxy
sales;
3) That no single cans or bottles of beer, lager or cider may be sold in a single
transaction;
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4) Of the permitted (licensed) hours for the sale of alcohol and the opening
hours of the shop;
5) Asking customers to respect residents, to leave the shop and area quietly,
not to loiter or drink outside the shop and to dispose of litter legally;
6) That customers may not drink alcohol in the premises;
7) That the shop does not buy alcohol or tobacco goods from unsolicited

(cold) callers to the premises at any time and that details of any such
unsolicited (cold) callers including CCTV images will be passed to the
Police.
There shall be no supply of alcohol for consumption off the premises except in
sealed containers.
No beers, lagers or ciders above 6% ABV ( alcohol by volume) shall be sold at the
premises.
No single cans or bottles of beer, lager or cider shall be sold at the premises.
No spirits shall be sold in bottles of less than 20cl (centilitres).
All spirits must be displayed behind the counter and all other alcohol must be
displayed in clear line of sight of the counter.
All displays of alcohol must be specifically covered by CCTV at all times.
A maximum of 20% of the retail display space may be used for the display of
alcohol at any time.
All alcohol not on display will be stored in a lockable store.
The premises will actively engage with and work with the local Police Team and
the Police and Council Licensing Teams.
Invoices or copies of all invoices relating to all alcohol and tobacco goods shall be
kept on the premises for at least a year after the date of purchase. Alcohol and
tobacco must never be purchased from a cold caller to the shop.
The shop will operate a clear window policy.

c) Public safety

Staff will be trained in respect of the fire risk assessment, evacuation procedures,
and the requirements of relevant health and safety legislation.
First aid facilities will be maintained at the premises.
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d) The prevention of public nuisance

A notice will be displayed in a prominent position at the exit of the premises,
asking customers to respect nearby residents and to leave quietly, not to loiter
outside the premises and not to drink alcohol products in the street.
The area immediately in front of the premises shall be kept clean and tidy at all
times the premises are open to the public.
No deliveries will be received, or removal of rubbish will take place other than
when the premises are open to the public.
Appropriate notices shall be clearly displayed by the entry / exit door and behind
the counter. (See Box B Prevention of Crime & Disorder - Condition 4 for full
details.)
Management and staff will proactively discourage persons from drinking or
loitering outside the shop both by monitoring the CCTV system & physical checks,
politely asking persons drinking or loitering outside the shop to leave the area
quietly.
The shop front will be kept tidy at all times and shall be swept at close.
No deliveries will be received or removal of rubbish especially glass take place
between 20.00 and 08.00 daily.

e) The protection of children from harm

The premises licence holder will adopt a ‘Challenge 25’ policy where all customers
who appear to be under the age of 25 and attempt to purchase alcohol or other
age restricted products are asked for proof of their age.
The premises licence holder will prominently display notices advising customers of
the ‘Challenge 25’ policy.
The premises licence holder shall keep a register (either hard copy or electronic
copy) of refused sales of all age-restricted products. The refusals register shall be
kept on the premises and made available for inspection by the Licensing Officer,
Trading Standards or the Police.
The premises licence holder to ensure that each member of staff authorised to sell
alcohol is fully aware of his / her responsibilities in relation to verifying a
customer’s age and is able to effectively question purchasers and check evidence
of proof of age.
The Challenge 25 proof of age policy will be operated and only a photographic
driving licence, a valid passport, a valid UK Armed Forces photographic identity
card with the bearer`s photograph on it or Home Office approved proof of age card
with the bearer`s photograph and the PASS logo / hologram on it will be accepted
as proof of age.
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A written refusals record will be kept as part of the Incident Book and made
available to Police or Authorised Officers on request. The refusals record shall
contain details of date & time, description of the person attempting to buy the age
restricted products & the products that they were attempting to purchase, reasons
why the sale was refused and the name and signature of the person refusing the
sale. The refusals book is to be examined on a weekly basis by the premises
licence holder / DPS and the date and time of each examination is to be endorsed
in the book.
Appropriate notices will be displayed by the entry / exit door and behind the
counter. (See Box B Prevention of Crime & Disorder - Condition 4 for full details.
All staff will be trained for their role on induction and be given refresher training at
minimum intervals of six months thereafter. Training will include the operation of
the CCTV system and the Challenge 25 proof of age scheme, including identifying
persons under 25, making a challenge, acceptable proof of age, making and
recording a refusal, avoiding proxy sales, avoiding conflict, responsible alcohol
retailing and safeguarding children and vulnerable people.
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From: Councillor Linda Kirby
Sent: 05 March 2022 08:09
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Cc: Councillor John Dehaney
Subject: RE: Current Premises Licence Applications
Importance: High
Dear Licensing
I wish to oppose the sale of alcohol at 70 Gorringe Park Avenue.
In nearby Streatham Road parade of shops we have a major problem with street drinkers and their
debris which is a constant nuisance and a matter the Locations Board frequently have to target as a
hot spot. Gorringe Park Avenue is a residential area with a successful fish and chip shop and Chinese
take-away plus the newly reopened grocery store.
The sale of alcohol in this road is likely to attract a similar problem to that in Streatham Road. It is
also close to Figges Marsh where we already have significant anti-social behaviour to deal with.
Selling alcohol business is a way for small businesses to make money. However, we have enough
stores in London Road and Streatham Road selling alcohol already.
For these reasons, I would be grateful if this application for a licence to sell alcohol is turned down
and no further premises in Graveney ward are given permission.
Kind regards
Linda

70 Gorringe Park Avenue, Mitcham
Applicant(s) Sai Ram Trading Ltd
Application Reference WK/202216980
Application Type New Premises Licence
Closing Date for Representations Thursday, 17 March 2022
Permissions being applied for
Supply of Alcohol
Off the Premises
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday 06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
Premises Opening Hours
Whole Premises
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday 06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
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06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00
06:30 22:00

-
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